Timeliness and quality of surgical discharge summaries after the implementation of an electronic format.
As electronic discharge summaries (EDS) become more prevalent and health care systems increase their focus on transitions of care, analysis of EDS quality is important. The objective of this study was to assess the timeliness and quality of EDS compared with dictated summaries for surgical patients, which has not previously been evaluated. A retrospective study was conducted of a sample of discharge summaries from surgical patients at an urban university teaching hospital before and after the implementation of an EDS program. Summaries were evaluated on several dimensions, including time to summary completion, summary length, and summary quality, which was measured on a 13-item scoring tool. After the exclusion of 5 patients who died, 195 discharge summaries were evaluated. Discharge summaries before and after EDS implementation were similar in admission types and discharge destinations of the patients. Compared with dictated summaries, EDS had equivalent overall quality (P = .11), with higher or equivalent scores on all specific quality aspects except readability. There was a highly significant statistical and clinical improvement in timeliness for electronic summaries (P < .01). Obvious use of copying and pasting was identified in 8% of discharge summaries and was associated with decreased readability (P = .02). The implementation of EDS can improve the timeliness of summary completion without sacrificing quality for surgical patients. Excessive copying and pasting can reduce the readability of discharge summaries, and strategies to discourage this practice without the use of appropriate editing should be used.